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The Second Half 
Although there were no events last month, CNYMS 
was busy.  Dave Babson kindly (courageously?) 
volunteered to be our new Membership 
Chair/Treasurer.  Please note the new address for 
mailing dues in the membership box in this 
newsletter.  More improvements are on the way. 
 
The August foray is at the Salmon River, above the 
Falls.  Directions: From Route 81 take the Pulaski 
exit and head east on State Route13 to Altmar. Turn 
onto County Route 22 at Altmar and go past the 
Salmon River Fish Hatchery to Bennett's Bridge. 
Continue north on County Route 22 and take a right 
turn heading east on Falls Road. The parking area is 
on the right about one mile up the road. Note: The 
trail at Salmon River is a little rough once you get 
away from the falls. Also, it can get crowded on Sun. 
afternoon. There is another parking area at the other 
end of the trail that people seldom use which may be 
better. 
 
 
 
 

Our next program - 3D Mushroom Madness – will 
be held at ESF.  We’ll look at rare, antique view 
master disks, with new view master viewers, as well 
as 3-D Fungi Mags with 3-D glasses.  A 3D Fungi 
Celebration!! 
 
 
  
2022 Calendar of Events 
 
Meetings are on the 3rd Monday of the month at 
7:30 pm, room 334 Illick Hall at ESF on the SU 
campus. 
 
Forays are on Sunday at 1:00 pm unless otherwise 
announced.  (If there is an all-day pouring rain or 
another hurricane, the foray will be held the 
following Sunday.  If in doubt, call Jean Fahey to 
find out when the trip will take place.) 
 
August 21st  Salmon River Foray (upper 
parking lot)  
 
August 22nd  Meeting at 7:30 pm, Illick Hall. 
3D Mushroom Madness. 
  
September 18th   Verona Beach Recreational 
Area Foray 
 
September 19th Meeting at 7:30 pm, Illick 
Hall.  Enchanting Edible Mushrooms program by 
Dr. Tom Horton. 
 
October 9th  The Vince O’Neil Mushroom 
Festival at Beaver Lake Nature Center.  All 
members needed to help. 
 
 
 



 
 
October 16th  Selkirk State Park Foray 
 
 
October 17th  Meeting at 7:30 pm, Illick Hall. 
Mushroom ID meeting. 
 
November 13th  Mexico Point Foray 
 
 
 
After all these years . . . Membership in CNYMS is still only 
$10.  Membership includes your newsletter - what a 
bargain!  If possible, it’s easier and more efficient if members 

pay for 2 years at once by sending $20 to:  David 
Babson, 6410 Newport Road, Warners NY 
13164 
 
 

A working email address is 
*MANDATORY* 

at the time you join the club 
This is how ALL newsletters and announcements are sent. 

 
Contact me if you don’t know your membership status so 
you can keep the news and schedules coming!   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Any questions, or input for newsletters, contact:  
 
Jean Fahey (President) at (315) 446- 1463 (after 9am) 
 
Steve Reiter (Webmaster) at steve.reiter2@gmail.com 
 
Julie Siler (Newsletter) at (607) 749-2915 or 
jds88@cornell.edu  
 
David Babson (Membership Chair) at 
dbabson@yahoo.com  
 

 
 
 
 

WANTED: 
 
Does anyone know Rob Anderson, Rick Herodes, 
Carol Ilaqua, Carol Leach, Alyssa Mattingly, 
Leo Monette, Dannon Trahan, or Kenneth 
Yankauer?  If you know them, or if you see this 
online, please email me so I can send you your 
newsletter!  They are sent electronically. 
 
 
 
 
CNYMS is looking for a NEMF Trustee 
Bernie Carr, our long-time NEMF trustee, is not in 
the area much anymore.  Is someone interested in 
taking  over for Bernie?  The Northeast Mycological 
Federation meets once a year, and 2022 may be a 
virtual meeting.  Please let us know if you’d like to 
represent CNYMS.  See NEMF.org for more 
information.  And a big thank you to Bernie for 
representing the club all these years! 

 
 
 

 
Puzzle of prized white truffle finally 
yields to science 
https://www.theguardian.com/food/2022/jul/24/puzzle-
of-prized-white-truffles-finally-yields-science-
fungi?CMP=oth_b-aplnews_d-1  
No one has been able to farm the rare, expensive 
fungus on a commercial scale -- until now. 

  

Carlo Marenda and his dog search for white truffles in 
Roddi, near Alba, north-western Italy. Photograph: Marco 

Bertorello/AFP/Getty Images 
 

 
 
 



 
 
They emit intense aromas of garlic and fermented 
cheese, and are so rare that they can fetch up to 
£9,000 a kilogram. Now, the puzzle that has 
confounded experts for more than half a century, of 
how to cultivate the elusive white truffle on a 
commercial scale, appears to have been solved. 
 
This week, scientists from France’s National 
Research Institute for Agriculture, Food and the 
Environment (INRAE), will reveal that, at a secret 
location in Nouvelle-Aquitaine, western France, they 
have cultivated 26 white truffles. 
 
While more than 90% of black, highly prized 
Périgord truffles sold are cultivated, previous 
attempts to farm their rarer white cousins have failed. 
This bumper harvest follows two productive years at 
the experimental plantation during which barely a 
handful were cultivated. 

 
“This significant increase in production is very 
promising,” said mycologist and project leader Dr 
Claude Murat, of INRAE and the University of 
Lorraine, Nancy. “It confirms the truffle is well 
established. 
 
“With black truffles it is usual to have just a few 
truffles at first and then a quick increase, and it seems 
the white truffle is behaving in the same way, which 
is good news for future cultivation.” 
 
Truffles, like many other fungi, form symbiotic 
relationships with certain tree species by linking up 
with their roots. They deliver extra water and 
minerals to trees in exchange for carbon-based 
nutrients. 
 
Scientists developed a way to inoculate trees with 
Périgord truffles in the 1970s, leading to the 
establishment of thousands of plantations in France, 
Italy and later Spain. The same technique failed with 
Italian white truffles (Tuber magnatum), despite 
planting more than 500,000 seedlings in Italy. 
 
A few truffles were found in the plantations 15-20 
years after planting, but because these were in areas 
in which T. magnatum occurs naturally, researchers 
believe these came from native fungi. 
 

Starting in 1999, researchers at INRAE and the 
Pépinières Robin nursery, in France, produced oak 
trees genetically confirmed to have partnered Italian 
white truffles. These were planted in a number of 
truffle orchards from 2008. 
 
Tests on soil samples from five sites, all outside the 
part of the country where the species occurs 
naturally, showed the fungus was present at four of 
these. 
 
Three truffles were found at the orchard in Nouvelle-
Aquitaine in 2019 and four were found in 2020. The 
26 found in 2021 weighed about 900g in total. So far, 
12 of the 52 oaks planted in 2015 have produced 
truffles. 
 
“It’s the first time Tuber magnatum fruiting bodies 
have been grown in significant numbers outside its 
natural range, so it’s a very exciting development,” 
said Prof Paul Thomas, a Scotland-based mycologist 
whose company Mycorrhizal Systems works with 
commercial partners to develop black truffle 
plantations. “Many previous attempts have failed, so 
we still need to know more about how they have done 
it and how to replicate that.” 

 
Murat and fellow INRAE mycologist Dr Cyrille 
Bach have provided details of the conditions in 
which the truffles grew, in research that will be 
published in Le Trufficulteur, the magazine of the 
French Federation of Truffle Growers this week. 
 
“We need to see the results of further experiments, 
but this opens up what could be the attractive 
possibility for truffle growers to diversify into a new 
market,” said Alain Ambialet, president of the 
French Federation of Truffle Growers. 
 
Rising temperatures and reduced water availability 
in Spain, Italy and southern France are, some argue, 
opening up opportunities for truffle entrepreneurs 
farther north, including in the UK. “With acres of 
calcareous soil and less water stress, there is a good 
potential of truffle cultivation including white 
truffles in the UK,” said Murat. 
(This article was amended on 24 July 2022 to remove 
the suggestion that white truffles smell like methane, 
which is an odourless gas.) 
 



 
 
 
 

Save the Dates 
 
NEMF:  NEMF 2022 Samuel Ristich Foray in 
Joliette, QE 

Le Cercle de Mycologues de Montrèal is hosting 
this year’s NEMF Foray September 16-19. 
Registration is open. Capacity is only around 150 
registrants so don’t delay. 
 
https://www.mycomontreal.qc.ca/fr/?fbclid=IwAR3
CpnBgavly6Rm5KVQtbwzqDgM7-MHM8-
vvne3mI6EFb8hjrDoWNyMM1YE 
 
Peck Foray:  No information available yet. 
 
NAMA (Note - NAMA membership is required to 
attend annual and regional forays):   
NAMA 2022 Annual Foray:  September 29 - 
October 2, 2022;  Trout Lodge near Potosi, 
Missouri Information on speakers, workshops and 
registration to follow.  

WMS/NAMA 2022 Northwoods Regional Foray: 
Thursday, September 15 - Sunday, September 18 
Lakewoods Resort & Lodge in Cable, Wisconsin 
For registration questions and/or assistance, please 
contact NAMA/WMS Northwoods Regional Foray 
Registrar, Kristen Blizzard, 
at NorthwoodsRegionalRegistrar@namyco.org 
 
22nd Annual Gary Lincoff Foray:  September 24, 
North Park (Pittsburgh, PA). Hosted by the Western 
Pennsylvania with guest mycologists Alan and 
Arleen Bessette.  More to follow. 

COMA:  The 2022 Clark Rogerson Foray will be 
held from 9/2 to 9/5/2022 in Hebron, CT, at Camp 
Hemlocks.  Please email JLBCO@hotmail.com to 
be added to the registration waitlist. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Smashroom Sandwich 

https://www.bonappetit.com/recipe/smashroom-sandwich 

 
Ingredients (2 servings): 
2 Tbsp. store-bought or homemade pesto 
1 lb. large mushrooms (such as portobello, oyster, and/or  
   maitake) 
2 Tbsp. plus 2 tsp. vegetable oil 
Kosher salt 
1 10”–12” demi-baguette, ciabatta, or Italian roll, halved 
    lengthwise, toasted 
garlic clove, halved crosswise 
4 oz. fresh mozzarella, thinly sliced 
¼ cup sliced drained pickled cherry peppers 
¼ cup basil leaves 
 
Preparation: 
Step 1 
Place pesto in a large bowl. If using portobellos, remove 
stems and gills. Tear mushrooms into 3”–4” pieces. Heat 
1 Tbsp. oil in a medium heavy skillet over medium-high. 
Arrange half of mushrooms in a single layer in skillet 
and cook until they start to sizzle, then wrap the bottom 
of a second heavy skillet that is small enough to nestle 
into the first with foil and use it to press down on 
mushrooms evenly (apply pressure with your body 
weight to really smash the mushrooms into the hot 
skillet). Cook, pressing down and rotating pan as needed 
for even browning, until mushrooms shrink significantly 
and are deeply browned underneath, about 3 minutes. 
Remove top skillet; season mushrooms with salt. Turn 
mushrooms over, add 1 tsp. oil to pan, and re-cover with 
foil-lined skillet. Cook, pressing, until second sides of 
mushrooms are well-browned, about 3 minutes. Transfer 
mushrooms to bowl with pesto. Repeat 
process with remaining mushrooms and 1 Tbsp. plus 1 
tsp. oil. Toss mushrooms in pesto to coat. 
Step 2 
Rub cut sides of baguette with garlic; discard garlic. 
Arrange mushrooms on bottom half of bread, then layer 
mozzarella on top. Season lightly with salt and top with 
cherry peppers and basil. Close and cut in half to make 2 
sandwiches. 
 
Do ahead: Sandwiches can be made 4 hours ahead. Store 
tightly wrapped at room temperature. 


